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Abstract
Due to the huge impact on businesses, botnets are recognized as one of the most serious security threats. Malicious entities
use various techniques to conceal and keep themselves undetected durin the proliferation of malware from computer to 
computer. Detection of a botnet is commonly performed in two ways either by using antivirus software or by analysing
logged network data. However antivirus software usually detects malware that is already known and has been analysed, 
which is a main drawback of such approach due to the constant evolving of malware. The approach of analysis of logged
network data do not reveals botnet activities and requires knowledge about botnets and type of data to look for within the 
collected log. Thus, the significant information can be overlooked and missed. In this paper, we propose event-driven log 
analysis software that enables detection of botnet activities and indicates whether the end-users machines have become a
member of a botnet. Moreover, to optimize software functionality we performed an experiment that demonstrates how 
botnet communicates between itself and the command and control. Experiment along with the result is presented in this 
research.
© 2013 The Authors.Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Malware spreading through the Internet infecting vulnerable computer systems is proving to be the most 
serious threat in information technology [1]. One of the major concerns that organizations struggle with is to
protect computers and networks and thus secure their systems and valuable information. Malicious entities use
various techniques to conceal and keep themselves undetected during the proliferation of malware from 
computer to computer.
Once infected, the computer automatically tries to connect to a Command and Control server (C&C), which
enables the adversary to communicate and to control all connected computers at the same time. A collection of 
infected computer systems, which can be remotely controlled without the "victim's" knowledge in order to
execute various malicious tasks, is called a botnet. In 1999 SubSeven version 2.1 was created which is
considered to be the first modern botnet[2]. One of the most common ways of detecting a botnet is utilizing
anti-virus software that commonly uses signatures which are generated after the virus itself is known and has 
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been analysed. However, anti-virus software is not always successful due to the constant evolving of malware, 
the utilization of new methods such as Fast Flux[3] where the botnet connects and disconnects to a network 
faster than anyone can trace them or tuning of already proven techniques. 
Another way to detect botnet is to perform log management. To record events and produce statistical data. 
Computer systems generate logs, which hold a great deal of significant information about the system use and 
performance of the particular application. Furthermore, logs are used to ensure scalability, security, and 
flexibility. To trace essential information from the log files software tools are usually used [4].However, to our 
best knowledge, existing software tools for log analysis for example, Webfwlog[5] has been developed for 
common log analysis. The latter means that a vast amount of the collected data is not useful for a specific task, 
namely botnet detection. In addition to that the users are expected to possess knowledge about botnets and the 
type of data to look for. Though users commonly lack knowledge about botnets and consequently are not able 
to perform the analysis or to understand the analysis results. Therefore, in this research, we propose an event-
driven log analysis software system that enables detection of botnet activities and indicates of whether the end-
users machines have become a member of a botnet. The architecture and system functionality are presented in 
this paper. Moreover, to optimize the software functionality, experiment of botnet communication between 
itself and the command and control is performed and demonstrated in this paper. 
2. Related Work 
Zhao et al.[6] present a novel system called BotGraph to detect a new type of botnet spamming attacks 
targeting major Web email providers. Authors [6] state that BotGraph uncovers the correlations among botnet 
activities by constructing large user graphs and looking for tightly connected subgraph components, which 
enables identification of stealthy botnet users that are hard to detect when viewed in isolation. BotGraph is 
implemented as a distributed application on a computer cluster 
Liu et al. [7] provide a survey of botnet and discuss fundamental concepts of botnet, including formation 
and exploitation, lifecycle, and two major kinds of topologies. Further, the authors [7] introduce several related 
attacks, detection, tracing, and countermeasures. Liu et al. [7] identify and discuss challenges with a botnet. 
Tongshen, Qingzhang, and Kezhen [8] present a firewall-log-based online attack detection system, giving its 
inner logic composing, detecting method and realization. Authors [8] propose the system that provides 
firewa11-1og's online analysis, log relevancy checking, and automatic audit. Tongshen et al. [8] demonstrate a 
test, which shows the system will provide a firewall with not only network attack detection ability but also the 
ability to scan network addresses, scan communication ports and deny service. 
In our research, we developed an event-driven log analysis software system that enables detection of botnet 
activities. Moreover, the software indicates whether the end-users machines have become a member of a 
botnet. Furthermore, to optimize software functionality, we performed experiment that demonstrates how 
botnet communicates between itself and the command and control. Additionally, the system has a user-friendly 
graphical user interface (GUI). To test the usability, a usability test has been performed. The test was 
constructed based on rules of Nielsen [9].The result of the usability test is the design of the final release. 
3. Software Graphical User Interface 
The research in this paper presents the event-driven log analysis software system. The software converts the 
IP addresses to their corresponding country and also displays the names of the most known services instead of 
simply listing everything in raw form, which gives a higher level of abstraction that can be useful for 
individuals less familiar with Internet data communication. The software is a single Windows executable file 
along with support files developed to run under Microsoft’s Windows XP. To support the user and facilitate the 
use of the system the software provides a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI). When the program is 
started a welcome text is displayed in the main text area. The welcome text gives a brief description of the 
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program and its functionality and explains how to enable the Windows firewall and logging if necessary. To 
start analysis of the network traffic “Analyze Network Traffic” button is available. To start and to stop the 
botnet scan two buttons, such as “Start Botnet Scan” and “Stop Botnet Scan” are available to the user. The scan 
result, where the highest and lowest peeks are equalized is presented to the user. Both the network report and 
botnet scan can easily be saved for later review in a file by using the “Save Report ” button. 
The quit button will first check if a report has been generated, if so, the user is prompted to save the report 
first. If a save has been made the program will automatically shut down afterwards. 
The explanation and brief description of the program functions are presented to the user if the latter chooses 
“About” button available in GUI. This option gives a brief description over the program. The name, version, 
author, and feature are also presented to the user. 
This design was created with the help of a usability test, this test was done using paper-prototypes of the 
program at different stages of the development. During each paper-prototype the participants were asked to 
complete scenarios and give feedback on what aspects of the design they found to be good or bad. After three 
paper-prototype the final design was done. 
 
Figure 1 shows the start screen that gives information to the users of how to program works, figure 2 show 
what happens when the "Analyse Network Traffic" is pressed, figure 3 shows what happens when the "Start 
Botnet Scan" is pressed, figure 4 shows what happens when the "Stop Botnet Scan" is pressed, figure 5 shows 
how the full report is presented when a botnet scan is completed and the network has been analysed, figure 6 
shows the pop up that appears when "About" is pressed. 
 
 
  Fig.1. Start Screen    Fig.2. Analyse Network Traffic 
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  Fig.3. Start Botnet Scan    Fig.4. Stop Botnet Scan 
 
 
 
 
 
  Fig.5. Full Report View     Fig.6. About 
 
4. System Architecture 
The system architecture consists of three modules: Main, Logparser, and Analyzer, which are depicted in 
Fig. 7. The Main module, is a central module. 
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Fig.7. General workflow  
 
Main module uses the GUI package called Tkinter to draw the programs graphical components. Tkinter is 
also responsible for GUI manipulation, drawing graphs, and general textual output and information. The init () 
constructor sets up all global variables and GUI components, for example the buttons and the text field. 
Moreover, it enables the Windows XP firewall and its logging feature. If network traffic logging has been 
activated but no log file is found or the data in the log file is not enough for analysis to be performed a warning 
is issued in the main text area. When the program is started and all the modules are executed in the constructor, 
the program is idle and waits for the function calls. 
The software system provides two main functionalities. The first is the firewall log analysis. The analysis 
starts when the AnalyzeNetworkTraffic function is activated. The software fetches the log data on the user’s 
hard drive and parses it into a usable structure, mapping each log attribute to its value. This mapped structure is 
then passed to the analyzer module which generates data used for the network traffic summary graphs. When 
the analysis is performed the result is presented by displaying three pie charts and a compact text report. The 
report contains an explanation regarding the three graphs and a summary over the user’s network traffic. The 
traffic summary includes the top values from the graphs. 
Main module utilizes Logparser and Analyzer modules to analyse and to present the results. The Logparser 
is created by the main module when the AnalyzeNetworkTraffic or StartBotnetScanfunction is activated. The 
purpose is to locate the Windows XP firewall log data and parse the data into a structure that the Analyzer 
module can utilize. If no log is found, the module will return an empty structure, and by doing so notify the 
main class that something is wrong. If a log file is found on the user’s hard drive, the Analyzer module searches 
for predefined tags in the log file, copies the information within the tags, and creates a structure which is easy 
to search through and manipulate. The structure is a dictionary with a key-value pair which connects the proper 
log attributes to its value.  
Following is the example over the two fields merged from the log file and the final (merged) structure ,i.e., 
the dictionary is shown.  
 
x Structure: 
#Fields: date time action protocol src-ipdst-ipsrc-port dst-port size tcpflags tcpsyn tcppack tcpwin 
icmptype info path 
x Information: 
2011-01-01 2:13:15 OPEN TCP xxx.xxx.xxx.xxxxxx.xxx.xxx.xxx 1034 80 - - - - - - - - - 
x Merged structure: 
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{'date': '2011-01-01', 'time': '22:13:15', 'action': 'OPEN', 'protocol': 'TCP', 'src-ip': 'xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx', 
'dst-ip': 'xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx', 'src-port': '1034', ''dst-port: '80', 'size': '-', 'tcpflags': '-', 'tcpsyn': '-', 'tcpack': 
'-', 'tcpwin': '-', 'icmptype': '-', 'icmpcode': '-', 'info': '-', 'path': '-'} 
Merged structure is the combined result of the Structure and Information. All attributes are written on each 
row. If the value is not available it will be displayed as a hyphen. Explanation of the fields content is as 
follows: 
 
Date (Date is taken locally from the computer, Year-Month-Day), Time (Time is taken locally from the 
computer, Hour-Minute-Seconds), Action (Action regarding the traffic, OPEN- Outbound connection to 
computer, OPEN-INBOUND- Inbound connection to the computer, DROP- Firewall dropped incoming 
connection, CLOSE- Connection ended, INFO-EVENT-LOST- Action was not recorded), Protocol(Data 
protocol used, TCP, UDP, ICMP), Scr-ip (Source IP), Dst-ip (Destination IP), Src-port (Source Port), Dst-
port (Destination Port), Size (Size of IP traffic in bytes), Tcpflags (Displays what type of TCP flag that was set 
in the IP header, A- Acknowledgement, S- Synchronize, F- Finish, P- Push, R- Reset, U- Urgent), Tcpsyn (TCP 
Sequence number), Tcppack(TCP acknowledgement number), Tcpwin (TCP window size in bytes), Icmptype 
(Number representing code filed of an ICMP message), Info (Details based on the action field), Path 
(Direction of the traffic, SEND, RECIEVE, FORWARD, UNKNOWN),  
 
The algorithm for creating the dictionary structure consists of a few steps: 
1. Open log file. 
2. Go through each valid log entry row. 
3. While not end of file, take the first to last value in the field name and map with their represented value 
into the key-value structure. 
4. Return the final structure. 
5. Close file. 
The structure is saved in a list function which makes each entry appear in the right order to facilitate 
iteration and to collect all necessary data for the textual summary and graphs. The iteration result when using 
two rows of data is presented below 
 
[{'date': '2011-01-01', 'time': '22:13:15', 'action': 'OPEN', 'protocol': 'TCP', 'src-ip': 'xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx', 
'dst-ip': 'xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx', 'src-port': '1034', ''dst-port: '80', 'size': '-', 'tcpflags': '-', 'tcpsyn': '-', 'tcpack': 
'-', 'tcpwin': '-', 'icmptype': '-', 'icmpcode': '-', 'info': '-', 'path': '-'}, {'date': '2011-01-01', 'time': 
'22:13:16', 'action': 'OPEN', 'protocol': 'TCP', 'src-ip': 'xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx', 'dst-ip': 'xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx', 
'src-port': '1035', ''dst-port: '80', 'size': '-', 'tcpflags': '-', 'tcpsyn': '-', 'tcpack': '-', 'tcpwin': '-', 
'icmptype': '-', 'icmpcode': '-', 'info': '-', 'path': '-'}] 
The brackets holding the two log entries states that it is a list. The list length can be thousands entries in its 
final form. The Analyzer module has one class that takes one argument when instantiated. The argument is the 
parsed structure from the logparser class which is the basis for all methods that summarize different aspects of 
the network traffic from the log file. For example, one aspect could be the time during which the log data was 
collected.  
The Analyzer module has six methods:  
x time_span – The time span for the analysis. It takes the time between the first and the last log entry.  
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x ports – Returns the amount of time the destination port is used.  
x protocols – The protocols method will generate the number of times a specific protocol was used. 
x packet_size – The total amount of data sent in bytes.  
x packet_path – Every packet has a direction when a connection is open, this can be “SEND” or 
“RECEIVE”. Packet_path will count the amount of both sent and received packets. 
x countries_visited – This method will take the destination IP address and show in which country the 
user has been sending data to. The IPaddress monitoring is performed by using GeoLite tool.  
GeoLite is an open source country lookup database provided by MaxMind with an accuracy of 99.5% [10]. 
 
The second functionality of the proposed system is the botnet scan. It can be used separately or together 
with the firewall log analysis. The scan starts when the StartBotnetScan function is activated. The 
StopBotnetScan function terminates scanning. The next step is that the system starts a timer and counts the 
amount of outbound connections made during the scan. To obtain reliable and stable result the scan function 
should be executed for at least one hour but the longer the better.  
The StartBotnetScan works as follows. The outbound traffic activity is recorded by calculating the number 
of opened outbound connections established during the time it is active. This is achieved by first starting a local 
timer and then saving the last log entry as a mark that will later be used.  
The function StopBotnetScan stops the timer and the program begins to collect all opened outbound 
connections made after the program was started and count them. Next the ratio between the number of 
outbound connections and the number of seconds is calculated. Thus, the information about the outbound 
connections made over the elapsed time is obtained. An example output is: “(10 outbound connection(s) in 
00:05:03)”.  
Based on the data collected from live botnets, the outbound connection count is supplemented by a warning 
if the traffic seams high. The system sends two types of warnings. The first is printed in orange color, and is 
based on the smallest amount of data sent during an hour from all the hours recorded by the live botnets. The 
second warning is red, and is based on the average amount of data during all the collected hours from the 
botnet traffic experiment described in the next chapter. The BotnetScan function assumes that no other network 
traffic is present during the experiment.  
SaveReport is the additional function that saves the report into a text file. As default it is set to “Disabled”. 
If an analysis or outbound connection activity is performed the “Save” button becomes enabled to the user. It 
calls a Save function, which takes the generated report and saves a text file on a chosen destination on the hard 
drive. 
 
5. Experiment and Results 
A botnet traffic experiment was conducted to test and to optimize the software functionality to detect botnet 
activity. Experiment setup is shown in Fig. 8. Two techniques were used for the botnet detection, blacklist and 
a traffic count that registered the amount of outbound connections made. By logging live botnet traffic from the 
built-in Windows XP firewall, the amount of opened outbound connections each hour was counted. The results 
from experiment were monitored. Based on the results the system made a decision whether a warning should be 
issued. To be able to measure the traffic that botnets generat, five virtual machines were compromised and 
penetrated with malicious software. A stream of live network traffic from several botnets was recorded during a 
twenty four hours period. 
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Fig.8. Experiment setup 
The network was set up of two environments, control environment and testing environment connected to a 
modem that was connected to the Internet. A firewall was located inside the modem with a "standard" setting, 
which means that it blocked all incoming traffic and allowed all outgoing. This was a necessary measure due to 
the probability to get infected by more roaming malware on the Internet. The modem has four connection ports, 
where one of the ports was configured as a demilitarized zone (DMZ). DMZ configuration placed the computer 
or system in an isolated subnet without any link to the internal network. Thus, the test environment was 
connected to the DMZ port so that it was only able to reach the Internet but not the control system that was 
connected to another port on the modem. 
One stationary computer with a Linux operating system, namely Fedora 14, was used as the testing 
environment. The computer had a powerful virtualization tool called VirtualBox[11], which was utilized to run 
five separated versions of Microsoft's Windows XP with Service Pack 2 on one single machine. All these 
Windows XP instances on VirtualBox[11] had the firewall turned on with the logging feature. These Windows 
XP instances were then infected with botnet malware. We used botnet malware (Malware Domain List) that we 
found on Internet [12]. The Windows XP instanses had neither anti-virus software nor any security updates and 
an old browser were installed. The malware had no problem infecting the machines. The control environment 
was made up of one laptop with Microsoft´s Windows 7 with the latest security updates, which contained anti-
virus software and had its firewall turned on. The control computer was connected to another port in the 
modem so it could be used as a configuration computer for the modem. Once the setup was finished, each 
virtual machine was infected by a botnet malware. Three types of malwares were used: a Distributed Denial of 
Service (DDoS) botnet, a Spamming botnet, and an Information stealing botnet. 
DDoS botnets are designed to perform distributed denial-of-service attacks (DDoS). A DDoS attack is a 
attempt to disrupt the availability for users to a specific system, most commonly this is done by sending 
external communication requests to the target system in such huge volumes that the targeted system can´t 
respond to legitimate traffic.  
Spamming botnets distribute advertisement and/or malicious content by sending a huge amount of emails. 
The emails can be bought or collected by the botnet software or different software. Ultimately the botnet can 
generate millions of email spam in a short amount of time, depending on the size of the botnet and also the 
frequency. 
Information stealing botnets are designed to collect sensitive information stored on the infected machines. 
Information can for example be user information and passwords. One technique is that the botnet places and 
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runs a key logger on the infected system which is a small program that registers the keyboard keys that the user 
is pressing.  
Machines were infected as follows: 
x Machine one – Black Energy, a DDoS botnet 
x Machine two – Black Energy, a DDoS botnet 
x Machine three – Srizbi, a Spamming botnet 
x Machine four – Srizbi, a Spamming botnet 
x Machine Five – Koobface, an Information stealing botnet 
 
During five days the log data was collected from the experiment computer. The goal was to understand the 
amount of traffic a botnet generates seen in a Windows XP firewall log file. To collect the needed data, a script 
was designed that could calculate the amount of outbound connections made, i.e. failed or established 
connections in each hour for approximately twenty four hours per log file. In total 115 measurements 
corresponding to 115 hours were monitored and logged. The results from all measurements were used by the 
BotnetScan function to draw a conclusion whether the amount of traffic generated by the  system is too high or 
not. 
The script that collected the data for each hour was constructed to check the time stamps in the log files in 
order to enable extraction of the amount of outgoing connections made each hour. Since the logging was started 
and ended at different hours during the day, only full hours were counted, meaning that the first and last hour in 
each log file was excluded. 
Fig. 9 depicts the amount of connections vertically and the time-period up to 24 hours horizontally. The 
result comprises of 115 hours from the experiment. The lowest number was 46 outbound connections and the 
highest reached 1131. The average is approximately 556 connections per hour. From this data concluded that 
the lower threshold would be 46 outbound connections and the higher threshold would be 556 connection. 
 
 
 
Fig.9.Botnet connection count. 
 
The data from the experiment made it possible to create thresholds that are used by the program to detect 
botnet infections on Windows XP clients. With the data from the experiment, the botnet detection program was 
constructed to generate a warning message if the amount of outbound connections was too high. Furthermore, 
the user had to shut down all software programs that were using the network connection. Even though it is hard 
to shut down everything due to the lack of sufficient knowledge about inputs and outputs, the amount of 
outgoing traffic still should be fairly low.  
Detecting botnets in such way has its flaws and perks. If outgoing network traffic is low but still in the 
range of the lowest threshold to issue a warning the user would get a warning but the computer could still be 
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malware free just having some background process using the network. On the contrary if the traffic is very high 
it is a good indicator that something is wrong. The BotnetScan function assumes that users are not running any 
internet related software while the botnet scan is running. To get a more certain results, the user should 
consider the following: first to run several scans, for example during different hours of the day; second the time 
aspect in order to achieve reliable and more accurate result. 
 
6. Conclusions and Future Work 
 
In this research, we developed an event-driven log analysis software system that enables detection of botnet 
infection on the users system. System architecture and functionality are presented and discussed in the paper. 
Furthermore to optimize software functionalitya experiment that demonstrates how botnet communicates 
between itself and the command and control was performed and described. The results of the experiment is 
presented and described in the paper. 
The proposed software system was designed to facilitate detection of botnets for users that lack knowledge 
about botnet analysis. Moreover the system notifies users, i.e. sends a warning message in case of their 
machines become a part of botnet. The presented solution is still in its infancy. The software program needs 
improvements, such as support for different log formats, support for other operating systems than Windows 
XP, and the botnet scan collecting and analysing functions. A scan function that will show the user their 
outgoing network traffic in real time is under development. 
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